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After all, this area is HOME to many species of wildlife
and your pet is their guest.

You’ll see a sign marked #1. This will lead you to the
Observation Deck.
(Please do not drive or park on the walkway.)

THANK YOU!

Please follow the path to the Observation Deck.

OBSERVATION DECK
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Ahead of you is a WETLAND. Wetlands are commonly
referred to as marshes, sloughs, swamps, bogs, and potholes.
The type and size of a wetland depends upon your
geographical location, and many wetlands are even dry for
long periods of time.

Along with South Dakota, the Prairie Pothole Region
includes the states of Montana, North Dakota, Minnesota,
Iowa, and parts of Canada.

Wetlands help improve water quality, reduce f lood and
storm damage, provide fish and wildlife habitat, and
support hunting and fishing activities.
• Wetlands provide breeding, nesting, and feeding habitat
for millions of waterfowl, birds, and other wildlife.
•

At least periodically, the land supports mostly waterloving plants (called hydrophytes).
• The soil is saturated with water or covered by shallow
water at some time during the growing season of each year.
• At times the soil is so wet that it lacks oxygen.
•

As the ice melted, it left a depression or pothole
in the prairie soil.

The US Fish and Wildlife Service estimates that up to 43% of
the threatened and endangered species rely directly or
indirectly on wetlands for their survival.
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Wetlands trap sediment and nutrients from runoff that can
be harmful to rivers, lakes, and streams. An acre of wetland
can store 1-1.5 million gallons of f lood water.

Look for a small opening in the trees and plants, where it
appears the water could f low out of the wetland.

The opening should
look something like
this picture.

The water from this wetland f lows into Wall Lake, and
the rock filtration system helps to clean the water
before it gets to the lake.

Several other best management practices were also
implemented, and you’ll learn about them as you continue
your walk. All of the BMPs were put in place to help protect
Wall Lake from excessive pollution.
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Little things really add up. Think of a bucket under a leaky
water faucet. Just one little drop at a time eventually fills that
whole bucket to the top!

Pick up your dog’s poop if they go to the bathroom while on a
walk with you, or even in your own yard. Just put it in a
plastic bag and throw the bag in your outside garbage bin.

So what are some little things you can do that would really
add up to make a BIG difference?

Make sure leaves and grass clippings don’t go into the street.
Just keep them on your yard or bag them up. If they’re in the
street, they might wash down the storm sewers, and then
they could eventually end up in the lake. Sometimes the
fertilizer on the leaves and grass clippings makes the lake
turn green, and then it stinks!

If your yard slopes towards the street, a rain garden could
catch some of the water running off your yard into the street.
The rain garden would hold the excess water and let it
evaporate instead of going into the storm sewers. Since it’s a
garden, it’s also very pretty as you add beautiful plants and
shrubs that grow well in South Dakota. Don’t worry about
mosquitoes – they take a week to hatch and the rain water
will be gone from your garden long before then.

One quart of spilled motor oil can pollute up to 250,000
gallons of water (the equivalent of 27 semis of water)!
• One gallon of spilled gasoline can pollute up to 750,000
gallons of water (the equivalent of almost 84 semis of
water)!
•
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Look for SIGN #3 to the west of the bathroom building.

WELCOME!

The shorter loop is a little less than a half mile walk, and the
longer loop is a little more than ¾ mile walk. There will be
signs to guide you. We hope you enjoy your walk!

How many bird houses can you find during your walk? Watch
closely as sometimes they’re hard to find!
We counted ten bird houses.
Can you find all of them?

IS YOUR PET LEASHED?

If so, please remember that they must be kept on a leash.
After all, this area is home to many species of wildlife and
your pet is their guest. Thank you for your cooperation!
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BIRD HOUSE

This will take you to the “bird house”.

WHAT DO YOU SEE?
This is HOME to many animals – in the water ahead of you,
the reeds behind you, and even in the mud under the water.

Canada Geese
Turtles
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They help with HYDROLOGY, which is the movement of
water across the land. Wetlands store and slowly release
f lood waters.

Pelicans

Sometimes water running off of agricultural land carries
POLLUTANTS, such as fertilizers or animal waste. Because
wetlands are between the farm land and larger water bodies
like lakes, they catch the pollutants before it goes into the
lake. Have you ever seen a lake that’s all green? That’s
because of fertilizers polluting the lake.

You know how a coffee filter keeps the coffee grounds
separate from the water? Wetlands kind of work the same
way. They catch and hold some of the pollutants and dirt
(also called SEDIMENT) before they go into the lake. The
Gevik Learning Area was developed to help Wall Lake stay
cleaner. Wall Lake is just to the east of where you are right
now, just on the other side of the trees behind those farms.

If water runs off of farmed land, or land that’s out in the
country, it’s called agricultural runoff.
• If water runs off of city streets and parking lots, it’s called
urban runoff.
• All of us live either in the country or in a city, so we are all
responsible for keeping the runoff as clean as we can.

American agriculture is noted worldwide for its high
productivity, quality, and efficiency in delivering goods to
the consumer. When improperly managed, however,
agricultural activities can affect water quality. Many
farmers are very careful and try to keep their runoff clean,
and they do it by using the same BMPs you’re learning
about here while on your walk.

•
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A typical city block generates nine times more runoff
than a woodland area of the same size! The water can’t
soak in to the concrete or asphalt, so it has to run towards
the storm sewers. In a woodland, the water can soak into
the ground instead.

WHAT DO YOU SEE?
As we walk to the next sign, watch for some of these animals:

Dragonf ly

Butterf ly

Bee
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Did you see any dragonf lies? Butterf lies? Bees? They are
known as POLLINATORS because they f ly from plant to plant
and spread the pollen. Pollen fertilizes the plants and helps
them make fruit or seeds, and then more plants can grow. The
plants make food for the birds and wildlife. Pollinators are
very important to the life cycles of plants and animals alike.

Can you see any milkweeds? They look like the plant
on the next slide:

Milkweeds feed the caterpillars, which then turn into
butterf lies. You just learned that butterf lies are pollinators.
Some people plant butterf ly gardens, which include the
caterpillars’ favorite plants. Planting a butterf ly garden is
another idea of something you could do!
Photo credit: extension.umaine.edu

FILTER STRIPS AND RON ADAMSON BRIDGE

Photo credit: UCNJ.org
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Do you see the cattle yard at the top of the hill? And do you
see the strip of tall grass by the bridge? What you’re seeing
should look something like the picture in the next slide:

The tall grass is acting as a FILTER STRIP, catching some
of the animal waste and sediment that might otherwise
f low into the wetland after a heavy rain. A filter strip is
another BMP (best management practice) that we can use
to protect our water.

The Gevik Learning Area was developed as part of the Wall
Lake Restoration Project, which began in September of 1989
with the cooperation of concerned land owners, lake area
residents, and federal, state, and county agencies. Financial
assistance was made available through the Environmental
Protection Agency, Minnehaha County, and East Dakota
Water Development District.

Minnehaha County was named the project sponsor. Project
ownership responsibilities were given to the Minnehaha
Conservation District, who then appointed Ron Adamson as
project manager. This bridge was dedicated to Ron for his
hard work and foresight in creating this wonderful learning
area, as well as the environmental benefits now in place for
the wetlands and Wall Lake.
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What kinds of animals might live under this bridge? Can
you see any frogs? Mice? Worms? Snakes? They would be
hard to see here, so it’s okay if you can’t find any. The
important thing to learn here is that every animal has a
favorite place to live. Some like living in the water, some in
the trees, and some in the grass or mud. The place where
animals live is called their HABITAT.

MORE FILTER STRIPS

The tall grass also acts as a filter strip to keep animal waste
and sediment from washing down the hill into the wetland.
Leaving the grass in your lawn a little longer on mowing day
can do the same thing. If the grass is kept about 3” long, it
can filter sediment, sticks, leaves, and grass clippings before
they reach the storm sewers in the streets. This is another
little thing you can do that can make a big difference!

Now look to your right, towards the water of the wetland. Do
you see all those tall grasses and reeds by the water’s edge?
Remember the reeds and bulrushes that were by the bird
house? These areas of tall plants that are next to the water
are called RIPARIAN AREAS. They’re similar to filter strips
for keeping sediment from the water. They also provide
wildlife habitat and prevent soil erosion.

SHORTER WALKING TRAIL LOOP
(approximately ½ mile)
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LONGER WALKING TRAIL LOOP
(approximately ¾ mile)

WHAT DO YOU SEE?

Now you are entering a different type of habitat. We’re
moving from waterfowl to the wildlife that likes to be higher
up. Can you think of any animals that like to be up high?
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NATURAL HABITAT

If you’re lucky, you might even see a hawk or eagle
during your walk!
Photo credit: sites.psu.edu

Look to your left as you walk the trail. Do you see any fallen
trees? Do you see any “weeds”? Why haven’t we removed the
trees or weeds? Because they are a natural habitat for some
animals. Remember the pollinators? Weeds are their favorite!

What kinds of animals might like to live in a dead tree that’s
lying on the ground?
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Bugs and worms like to live in fallen trees, too!

NATIVE PRAIRIE

You are now entering an example of the native prairie, with
the grasslands, trees, and wetlands. As you continue your
walk, imagine being the first settlers to this area. What you
are looking at is similar to what they would have seen more
than 150 years ago, as they made their way to South Dakota
by covered wagons, eventually establishing their homesteads.

You almost wouldn’t even know it’s there, but it’s a very
important part of the larger wetland you saw before (the one
that looks almost like a lake). This smaller wetland also acts
as a filtration area and wildlife habitat. It’s just more shallow
and doesn’t hold as much water.
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SHELTER BELTS

Look to the west now as you continue your walk. See that
clump of shrubs and bushes? That’s a SHELTER BELT, also
known as a wind break. A shelter belt is another best
management practice that is used to protect the land from
the wind, preventing soil erosion. We want the soil to stay on
the ground and not blow in the wind. Shelter belts are
typically planted around the edges of farm fields.

CONTINUE UP THE HILL FOR A SPECTACULAR VIEW!

TREE BELT

As you look towards the west, you’ll see a stand of trees. This
is another type of shelter belt. The trees are used many times
around farm sites in conjunction with shrubs and bushes,
such as dogwoods. The varying levels in height provide the
best protection from the wind, both high and low.

Shelter belts planted around farm sites are placed mostly on
the north and west sides, where the wind is predominant.
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WATERSHED

As you stand here at the top of the hill, turn around in a full
circle. You are now seeing all of the things you’ve learned
about during your walk. But there’s one more thing that’s
important – the watershed.

A watershed is an area of land in which all of the water runs
to the same place. Think of a bathtub. All of the water in the
bathtub runs towards the lowest point of the basin – the
drain. The very same thing happens in a watershed. As you
look around you, all of the water that falls on this land runs
to the wetland in front of you. This is the watershed.

No matter where you go, you are always in a watershed.
Because the landscape is made up of many interconnected
basins, or watersheds, what happens in a smaller watershed
also affects the larger watersheds downstream.

Anything that happens on the land, in the water, or in the air
of your watershed has an effect on the people, animals, and
plants that live in the watershed. Scientists now recognize
the best way to protect our vital natural resources is to
understand and manage them on a watershed basis.

Because pollution can come from anywhere within a
watershed, the area closest to a water source can have
the greatest effect on water quality. This is why filter /
buffer strips, riparian areas, and wetlands are
important aspects of your watershed.
They all work together!

Photo credit: Melanie Raine, Sioux Falls, SD
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Wetlands are key elements in watershed management
and serve as the link between land and water resources.
Wetlands filter pollutants, store f loodwaters, and
provide wildlife habitat.

These are areas of land and vegetation adjacent or near the
banks of a water source. Riparian areas help stabilize
streambanks, reduce soil erosion, filter contaminants, and
provide wildlife habitat.

These are areas of land and vegetation adjacent or near the
banks of a water source. Riparian areas help stabilize
streambanks, reduce soil erosion, filter contaminants, and
provide wildlife habitat.

Groundwater is a natural resource that is used for
drinking, recreation, industry, and irrigation.
• The average American uses 100 gallons of water each day.
• There is the same amount of water on earth today as there
was when the earth was formed.
• Groundwater is renewed once every 1400 years.
•

Americans drink more than 1 billion gallons of tap water
per day.
• What is poured on the ground today can end up in our
drinking water many years later.
•

Water makes up almost two-thirds of the human body, and
70% of the brain.
• Nearly three-quarters of the water that comes to our
homes goes down the drain.
• Of all the earth's water that's usable by humans, 90% is
groundwater.
•

PLEASE DO WHAT YOU CAN TO PROTECT THE WATER
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Please consider donating towards upkeep and
maintenance by visiting our website at
https://minnehahacd.org/donations/

• Ducks Unlimited, Inc
• Pheasants Forever
• SD Department of Environment and Natural Resources
• SD Department of Game, Fish, and Parks
• SD Partners For Fish and Wildlife
• SD Natural Resources Conservation Service

If so, please tell your friends!

Minnehaha Conservation District
2408 E Benson Road
Sioux Falls, SD 57104
Phone: 605-370-3480
Email: info@minnehahacd.org

• US Fish and Wildlife Service Region 6
• US Environmental Protection Agency
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